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Rubric Category - Publishing

Each subcategory has 3 levels of proficiency: Introductory, Intermediate, and Proficient. 
 

Click on the icon ( ) to display the CTC Technology Standards and/or the ISTE NETS 
Standards addressed by this rubric.  

Sub-Category: General Knowledge and Skills

Introductory
- Defines publishing terms (e.g., page layout, stories, fields, etc.) 
- Opens, saves, prints and deletes a document

Intermediate

- Navigates in a large document 
- Accesses and uses Help 
- Previews document to identify layout problems 
- Uses basic proofing tools (e.g. spell check, grammar check)

Proficient
- Finds and replaces text 
- Saves text documents in other file formats

Sub-Category: Communication through Printed Media

Introductory

- Creates a new document  
- Changes document setup 
- Copies, cuts and pastes text and graphics 
- Changes on-screen view mode and magnification 
- Incorporates clip art 
- Changes typefaces, font size and other text attributes 
- Changes text alignment/justification 
- Identifies types of publishing software (e.g. word processing, page layout, 
image/graphic, etc.) 
- Undo unwanted changes

Intermediate

- Imports/ places and resizes graphics, (e.g. clip art, charts, auto-shapes, etc.) both 
as objects and as type  
- Uses suitable size, style and number of fonts 
- Creates a simple shape graphic 
- Controls text flow around graphics 
- Moves, arranges and layers objects 
- Creates numbered and bulleted lists 
- Uses guides and rulers 
- Creates multiple text columns 
- Controls page numbering 
- Changes page tabs, margins and indents 
- Edits line and shape style and fill 
- Creates and modifies headers and footers

Proficient

- Understands elements of basic design (e.g. white space, page layout, etc.) 
- Saves documents in appropriate formats 
- Integrates various and appropriate software for desktop publishing (e.g. graphics, 
layout, etc.) 
- Incorporates digital images from external sources (e.g. cameras, scanners, WWW, 
etc.)



 
 
 

 
 
 

Sub-Category: Integration, Student Learning, and Classroom Management

Introductory - Describes various types of publishing media and possible classroom applications

Intermediate - Selects media to support instructional objectives

Proficient
- Develops student assignments that embed elements of effective design  
- Plans for effective classroom management of available resources
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